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Factors Affecting the Selection of Clothes-- factors

which need to be considered as these influence the

right selection of clothes are as follows:

1. Age of the wearer

2. Sex of the wearer

3. Occupation

4. Season

5. Occasion

6. Budget

7. Fashion

8. Place of living 



Infants sleep 80% of the time in the beginning few

months.

When awake, they are quiteactive.

Infants heat up and cool off more quickly than do

adults.

Their immunity is low; can easily catch infections

through unclean clothing.

They grow very fast.

(0-9 months))



Considerations:

Comfort (warmth, absorbency, design and construction)

Convenience

Safety

Size

Number

Suitable material



Keypoints in selection of infant clothes are:

•‘Enough’ clothing to keep warm and clean at all

times.

• Easy to put on

• Soft & pliable.

• Provide ventilation.

• Simple & well made.

• Knit garments stretch with body movement & and

allows free movement.

• Knit garments are easy to put on the infant & more

comfortable. Opening either in front or back (no

fancy buttons)

• Loose neck and arm openings

• Drawstring necklines not recommended..

• Raglan sleeves



Cotton is the best fabric- soft, absorbent,

inexpensive, can withstand tough laundering,

available in a rangeof fabrics.

Blends of polyester and acrylic make light weight

outer garments.

Easy to wash

Needing no ironing

No rough or hard edges

Should allow moisture to evaporate

No bulky seam allowances and hemlines to help fit  

next year.





General items for layette:

i. Diapers

ii. Diaper covers

iii. Shirts, polkas and frocks

iv.Vests

v. Gowns/sleeping suits

vi.Dresses or knitted suits

vii.Sweaters and caps

viii.Baby bunting

ix.Socks and booties

x. Mattresses and sheets

xi.Blankets

xii.Towels

xiii.Bibs and hankies



Following points need to be considered :

•Overalls, creepers and rompers are most suitable, as

these provide protection to the legs and knees and can

prevent rubbing and bruising.

•An overall is a simple one piece garment with opening at

the crotch.

•Creeper is a one piece garment with gripper openings at

the legs or crotch.

•Rompers can be one piece and two piece joined together

by fasteners at the waist.



•Comfort is the main criteria, the garments must be

loose enough at the hip and crotch to allow plenty of

room for the diaper and also fit perfectly at the

shoulders to stay on.

•The garments should be smooth and soft material

which is firm. It should be easy to care and need little

or no ironing

•The overalls should have wide shoulder straps for

better grip and a series buttons or grippers at the

straps to provide margin for growth as babies outgrow

these one piece garment very soon.



•Fasteners along the crotch seam or on the legs from

one side to the other make it easy to change the

diapers.

•The material should be durable and tough to withstand

friction and rough wear e.g. denim

•The material should be machine washable as the

clothes become very dirty when the baby crawls. It

requires lot of tough laundering to clean them.

•Toddler’s dresses for special occasion are also overall

and rompers.



Fabric for garments should be absorbent.

Durable fabrics that can withstand friction especially

in the knee area should be used.

Garments with adjustable strap are more suitable.

Long & loose dresses are not recommended as the

child can get entangled & hurt.



•Toilet training is also imparted to
the baby at this stage. Small cotton
knit panties called the ‘training
pants’ are put on the baby. These
pants are made of stretchable
fabric, fits perfectly at the hip and
provide greater absorption.

•Proper selection of shoes is also
important as it only not protect the
feet but also provide firm base for
walking. Hence these should have
a flexible sole.

•Socks with soft elastic should be
put on baby’s feet to protect skin
from being rubbed and also help to
absorb perspiration.



Suitable fabric:

Should be preshrunken, soft, absorbent & comfortable.

Design:

Principles of design followed, simplicity, adequate

allowance for self help, ease of care & comfort.

Allowance for growth:

Allowance in height/length-deep hems, tucks at bottom

& trousers with wide cuffs.

Overalls with adjustable long straps.

Yoke with crosswise tucks.

Garments should be reinforced at places of greater

wear i.e. knees, underarms & crotch area.



Self help features-

Long openings which are easily reachable.

Large buttons/fastners are easier than small buttons.

Ample armholes, sleeves & necks make garments

easier to get into

One piece garment is easier to put on than 2 piece.

Front should be easily distinguishable than back.

Collarless dresses, shirts are easier to handle than

the ones with collar. Avoid belts.

Shoes should not have laces

Necklines should be loose

Zipper and velcro fasteners are more convenient

than buttons.



Ease of care-

Easy to maintain

Simpler styles that can withstand frequent

launderings.

Cheap buttons, poorly made buttonholes, poor

stitching, inadequate seam allowance, hooks or

snap buttons which are not securely fastened,

decorations which are difficult to iron, poorly

constructed openings should be avoided.

No sharp or pointed edges, well finished seams.



Safety:

Appropriate fabric

Natural fibers like cotton for summers & cotswool

for winter

Avoid loose fitting garments

Too many ruffles, loose fitting sleeves, flared skirts 

should be avoided.

Comfort features:

Fabric should be soft & absorbent.

Correct size garments

Broad straps

Light weight, smooth textures

Seasonally appropriate clothing

Shoes & clothing of correct size



On the basis of developmental changes the school
age can be divided into 2 parts:

I. Elementary school age i.e. from 5-12 years

II. High school age or Pre-adolescent i.e. from
12-15 years



For Elementary school age (5-12 years) following 
considerations need to be made:

•Durability
•Comfort
•Pleasure
•Design
•Fabric
•Colour
•Sex appropriateness



For High school age or Pre-adolescent

•Correct fit
•Simple design
•Less in number



To adolescents, clothes serve a wide variety of
functions. Adolescents use clothing to express
themselves and to obtain social approval. It is also
part of, their self-image and a means to declare
their self-importance.

Further, clothing is a key way to identify with and
compare oneself to peers. Of all age groups,
adolescents are most likely to devote a
disproportionate amount of time and attention to
clothing and appearance.



Adolescents are extraordinarily sensitive to the

opinions of their peers. Generally, they want to be

accepted and belong to a group.

Physical appearance is an integral part of

this process. Adolescents worry constantly about

their physical appearance. It is not uncommon for

the tiniest detail to become a major concern. So,

while the eight-year-old younger brother may dress

quickly and run out of the door, the sixteen-year-old

older brother takes the time to select just the right

clothing. And, he may carry a comb to ensure that

his hair remains exactly where it should throughout

the day.



Still, while adolescents want to belong, they also

have a strong desire to assert some form of

individuality and independence. So clothing may

well be used to demonstrate one’s own unique

personality. The qualities in clothes that are most

important in this age group are:

Fit & style.

Construction is not often considered.

Two piece outfits are preferred.

Teen agers create new styles. This group has

created & popularized new styles.



1. Type of activity- adolescents need clothes for

college wear, sports wear for household and leisure

time activities. The college going girls like mix and

match type garments and jewellery as these can

provide them a greater variety. Some colleges make it

compulsory to wear uniforms e.g. nursing and aviation

institutes.

Adolescent participating in active sports need

well fitted, tailored, comfortable and sturdy clothes

suitable to specific sports. These should be easily

washable.

They also need attractive, practical, easy-to-

care clothing for leisure and fun at home. These

garments should be quality and kind to give them both

comfort and a well dressed appearance.

Factors Affecting Clothing are as follows:



Occasion- They select their clothes according to the

occasion. Some dresses with decorative designs and

shiny appearance are suitable for party wear e.g. silk.

Dresses with simple designs and easy to wash are

mostly chosen for daily wear.

Season- Adolescents do not feel much hot or cold. Do

not need very heavy winter clothes even in cold winters

due to their higher metabolic rate. Clothes in light

cotton or cotton blends, simple necklines, short

sleeves, soft colours, plain and dull textures and small

prints look dainty and feminine in summertime while

high collars, tight bands on sleeves, belt at waist,

heavy and rough texture and dark colours give a

feeling of warmth and are suitable for winters.



Necklines and Collars– Necklines should be selected
according to the shape of the face and figure.

Colour– Light and grey colours are suitable for short
and thin adolescents. To conceal heavy hips, bright
tops should be worn with neutral skirts and pants.

Sleeves –The cut of the sleeve is also important.
Raglan sleeves are well suited for narrow
shoulders. Gathered sleeves are best avoided for
an adolescent with very broad and heavy
shoulders.

Figure- As adolescents are developing physically so
they either want to conceal or show off their figure.



Size and fit- it can be a problem for some adolescents

as they are still at an age when there are rapid changes

in body size & proportion especially in boys who keep

on growing till the end of adolescence. Some parts

obtain their maximum size earlier than others e.g. arms

and legs grow longer and shoulder are still narrow.

Same is the case with girls. Special figures or size

problems may limit the choice of styles especially in

ready-made garments e.g. extra length for a tall boy or

girl or extra long sleeves for a person of thin built may

be difficult to find. A garment that fits properly will retain

its smart appearance longer because there is no strain

to pull it out of shape. Knitted garments give a better

fitting as they can stretch to adjust the body shape.

Matching the separates e.g. a well fitted top with

suitable trouser or blouses with skirts can also solve this

problem.



Fashion- Adolescents are more concerned about the

fashionableness of a garment than its durability or

quality. They are attracted by the style, fabrics and

patterns worn by their friends. Clothing fads are more

prevalent during this age period, and the adolescent

feels the importance of being dressed like his or her

friend.

Place of living- Place where an adolescent lives or

studies influences his/her choice of clothes as they are

influenced more by their classmates in the selection of

clothes as compared to their family members.

Adolescents studying in big cities will be more

fashionable even if they belong to a small place because

they are more exposed to fashion world.



Dresses already in possession- Before buying

clothes, it is better to check which colours and dress

types are already in the wardrobe so that the colours

and styles are not repeated. Adolescents generally like

mix and match garments. So it is better to check which

colour and type of trousers and shirts one already has

so that these can be matched with some new garment

to make a suitable outfit. This will help in making wise

purchases in limited budget and also good collection.



Following considerations need to be made by adults

while buying clothes for themselves:

1. Occupation

2. Occasion

3. Body built

4. Complexion & personality

5. Size and fit

6. Quality features (fabric, design or style,

workmanship, finish)

7. Social life

8. Place of living

9. Budget



Clothing for Elderly

Following factors need to be considered while selecting 

clothes for elderly persons:

1. Convenience

2. Comfort

3. Size and fit

4. Becomingness

5. Easy to care

6. Budget



AGE Activities Clothing needs

Infant 

(birth - 8 

or 9 

months)

Sleeps, eats, looks

about, moves hand &

feet, has little muscle

control, requires

frequent changes,

grows rapidly.

Soft, absorbent lightweight

fabrics for comfort, easy to

launder, no iron fabrics,

easy to put on & take off,

simple design, room for

growth.

Creeper  

(8 to 9 

months 

-1 year)

Moves about, starts

exploring, crawls &

creeps, reaches for

things, tries to walk.

Action features loose fitting;

simple style; easy to put on

and take off design

reinforcement on points of

strain; sturdy fabrics:

properly fitted shoes.



Toddler

(1-2 

years)

Becomes more active;

begins to dress self;

gets impatient when

clothes are hard to get

on and off, grows

rapidly, then slowly;

likes to the out doors

Sturdy well fitted shoes;

self-help features; warm

waterproof outer garments;

durable clothes; fit and style

that will not hamper

activities.

Elemen-

tary

school 

age

(5-11 

years)

Physically very active,

sports are the chief

pastime, wants to

conform to gang group

Durable clothing which will

withstand the weight of

vigorous exercise. Other

considerations are safety,

easy care, growth

allowances and suitability to

figures and complexion



Pre-

adole-

scent 

age

(12-15 

years)

Acceleration of growth,

interested in relationship

with others.

In clothing more importance

is given to price and beauty

than durability and comfort.

Adole-

scent

age

(15-20 

years)

Learning to manage

their body, seek

approval from peers and

members of opposite

sex.

Give value to well fitted

fashionable and expensive

garments.

END


